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CHOOSE THE
FINISH AND
COLOUR.
Make it your own.

Did you know ?
All our products are constructed
from a hardwood frame,
ensuring that you wont get sap
staining in your paint finish
or knots falling out.

Pick your top finish

Creating beautiful interiors is not all about the colour
on the walls, make our furniture your own and
inject your personality into your home. Choose one of
our stunning modern colours and combined with one
of our Oak finished tops in either Natural Monocoat
Oil or our Satin Lacquer.

Pick your base finish

Bring out its natural
beaut y with either of
our 2 choices of finishes

Natural
Monocoat Oil

Satin
lacquered

Rockford

Ivory

Simply pick a
base
colour for the

Dove white

LIMESTONE

Coastal Grey

dusk grey

For more information on our finishes please see page 13 at the back of this brochure
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All our tables allow you
to store the inserts inside
the table for safe and
easy keeping.
All tables feature a
durable synchronised
runner to allow for
smooth and easy opening
of the table top, just
gently pull from one side.

TABLES – IN DETAIL

Not all products are equal, it’s the little details that really count.

“The details are not the details.
They make the product”
– Charles Eames

This colle ction features solid
oak tops from a care fully
selected grade of oak which
has been inspected to remove
large knots and other defeats,
ensuring a clean and modern
look whilst still capturing
the characteristics oak is
well know for.

All tops are then finished with
a softly rounded edge to give
an elegant look.

By careful
ly planning
the position
of our legs
and size of
our inserts
we
have create
d tables th
a
t
allow you to
comfortably
accommodate
those
extra guests
, without
straddling
a leg.
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Did you know
Our round table come with a
butterfly insert that makes for
easy opening, that neatly folds
and stores under the table.

1900 Extending Table. Ref: SO102
Height 774mm x Length 1900/2700mm x Width 950mm
Overhang 460mm each end, Seats 8 - 10

Did you know
Our rectangular tables all come
with 2 inserts so you gain extra
seating position, both stored
conveniently inside the table.

1400 Extending Table. Ref: SO101
Height 774mm x Length 1400/2200mm x Width 950mm
Overhang 460mm each end, Seats 6 - 8
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1400 Round Extending Table. Ref: SO103
Height 765mm x Length 1100/1500mm x Width 1100mm

Dining Chair. Ref: SO104
Height 940mm x Width 470mm x Depth 52mm
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Our cabinets have been
built with hardwood
frames and assembled
using traditional
techniques including
mortice and tenon joints
and dovetail drawers.
So if you are someone
who likes to hide
everything behind doors
or carefully organize your
belongs, our cabinets
are made to last.

TABLES – IN DETAIL

Not all products are equal, it’s the little details that really count.

“The details are not the details.
They make the product”
– Charles Eames

with
rs are fitted
All our doo
you
nges so when
soft close hi
r
oo
d
close the
accidently
y
ill effortlessl
quickly it w
e
shut. No mor
and quietly
oise.
slamming n

All our drawers feature a
quality soft close mechanism
that allow for perfect
and smooth opening each
and ever y time. With our
mechanism it also allows for
a full opening of the drawer
so you can easily get to
those hard to reach places.

All our disp
lay units co
me
with glass sh
elving and
dimmable L
ED lighting
;
th is combine
d with our
tongue and
groove style
back
panel give a
subtle countr
y
cottage style
finish and
the
perfect disp
lay unit for
your
treasured it
ems.
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Wide Dresser Top. Ref: SO204
Complete size: Height 1935mm x Width 1516mm x Depth 450mm

Wide Sideboard. Ref: SO203
Height 868mm x Width 1494mm x Depth 450mm

Display Unit Top. Ref: SO306
Complete size: Height 1935mm x Width 992mm x Depth 381mm

Low Cupboard. Ref: SO307

Did you know

Height 643mm x Width 971mm x Depth 370mm

All our pieces with
glass shelves feature
an energy efficient
dimmable LED lighting
kit, so you get to
choose if you want it
bright or gently lit.

Narrow Dresser Top. Ref: SO202
Complete size: Height 1935mm x Width 991mm x Depth 450mm

Narrow Sideboard. Ref: SO201

Console Table. Ref: SO305
Height 850mm x Width 1160mm x Depth 380mm

Height 868mm x Width 971mm x Depth 450mm
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TV Cabinet. Ref: SO304
Height 540mm x Width 1200mm x Depth 420mm

Coffee Table. Ref: SO303
Height 450mm x Width 1160mm x Depth 550mm
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Lamp Table. Ref: SO301
Height 540mm x Width 450mm
x Depth 450mm

Nest of Tables. Ref: SO302
Height 507mm x Width 450mm
x Depth 380mm
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KNOW YOUR PRODUCT

Understanding your product

For more reasons why the detail is important…

Table tops get lots of wear so its important to take good care of them.

For a well-built product you have to start
by using good quality material.
Therefore, we only use quality hardwoods
to ensure you don’t experience any staining
from sap or knots falling out, while allowing a
smooth finish with minimum grain appearance
(But it is still wood and each piece will be
slightly different).
We know it is important to ensure stability
in large panels, we ensure this by using a
hardwood plywood.
All Materials are carefully sourced to ensure
our furniture complies with EUTR, meaning
you can relax knowing the timber is ethically
and sustainably sourced to benefit the future of
our forests.

Finally, we finish the product in one
of our environmentally friendly and
hardwearing finishes,
Whether you pick a paint or a lacquer these
are both water based finishes which mean they
are easier to repair and friendlier to use. Other
benefits also include no chemical smells in your
house, longer lasting protection and better UV
protection to help fight the effects of the sun.
Natural Monocoat Oil is no ordinary oil, this is
why we don’t just call it an oil. To achieve the
durable protection this finish offers, it bonds with
the wood fibres at a molecular level unlike any
traditional oils or waxes. As well as being the
first oil to be VOC free.

All our furniture is made from natural materials
and its important to understand some of the
characteristics of these materials and what can
affect them.
Environment
As with most woods, the hardwoods used in
our products will react to their environment,
specifically temperature and humidity which
in the modern home will change through
the seasons. As the products adapt to their
environment the wood will shrink and expand
as necessary.
Appearance
Oak is a beautiful timber and has been used
for Centuries with a strong heritage in the UK,
fashioned by nature you will find that grains,
knots and colouring will vary on each piece
making it unique.

Then ensure it is constructed and
assembled the best way possible.

It increases the natural resistance of the wood to
help it stand up to spills, marks and scuffs. Put
simply, it makes life better for your furniture,
and hopefully for you too.

Wood is a natural material so its important
to work with traditional techniques when
constructing furniture that have
been mastered over 100’s of years.

It is easy to maintain, highly durable and waterrepellant. It doesn’t contain any water or solvents
and is based on natural ingredients so that it’s
completely safe to use and environmentally
friendly. But most importantly it looks great…

Movement in the timber frames can cause
hairline cracking on painted products between
joints, this is all part of the product responding
to its environment

Oh we nearly forgot…

We’d recommend that you avoid leaving
anything on the surfaces for long periods of
time especially if your furniture is exposed to
direct sunlight. This should help you avoid any
marks or rings appearing on the furniture.
We also recommend that place mats are used
especially with any warm objects.

For strength and stability, we use mortice and
tenon joints in our hardwood frames on the tops
of our tables and the frames of all our cabinets.
Dovetail joints are used on all drawers to help
them stay strong for a lifetime of use.

Don’t worry about the packaging, we have
ensured that it is carefully packed to protect
it while its being delivered to you.
All our packaging material is cardboard so is
100% recyclable.

Maintaining your product

So you picked our Water based
Lacquered finish

Lacquer is a strong and resilient finish which
adds a surface of protection to your tops. To keep
it in the best condition it’s important to ensure all
spills are cleaned up quickly, whether its water or
that sneaky takeaway you treated yourself to.
To clean after use please use a small amount of
warm water and a clean cloth, ensure the cloth is
damp not wet. Please remove any excess water
after with a clean dry cloth.

So you picked our Monocoat
Oil finish

Monocoat oils are a bit special, that’s why we
picked them. They offer increased durability
compared to other oils, benefits include water
repellant helping to repel water and other
household liquids for a time. It is still important
to ensure all spills are cleaned up quickly.
This is all achieved through the clever technology
used that allows the oil to penetrate the timbers
surface and bonds with each wood fibre at a
molecular level. The special waxes within help
to repel stains and marks without creating a
barrier so the wood can still look natural
To clean follow the same guidelines as our water
based lacquer (above).
We also recommend the Monocoat Soap for
regular cleaning, and the refresher oil to bring
your finish back to new which should be applied
every 12-24 months.
For more information please read the
fully care instructions supplier with your
furniture, alternative please feel free to
ask for a copy.
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